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What the new strategy is about ?
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 Measures for achievement of Decarbonization and
Resilience with Innovation (MeaDRI), is the national
strategy to achieve SDGs and sustainable food systems,

 The strategy was announced in May 12th, following
intensive discussions with stakeholders and public
consultations.
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What is “sustainable food system”?
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 Thriving on;
- food, agriculture, forestry and fisheries, (ECONOMY)
- our civil society (SOCIETY) and
- global environment (ENVIRONMENT)

Enhance production
potentials of
agriculture, forestry
and fisheries

COMPATIBLE

Reduce
environmental loads
generated from
production
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Why new strategy is needed?
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The need comes from a simple question: how we can
transform our food systems into a sustainable one.
Planetary Boundary

Population and age of “Core farmers” in Japan
Population (Younger than 70),
Average age (Year)

Born between 1926 and
1934

2.56 (2.05) million people,
59.6 years old (1995)

Population
Source :Stockholm Resilience Centre (2016)

Environmental loads need to be reduced.

2.24 (1.35) million people,
64.2 years old (2005)
1.75 (0.93) million people,
67.0 years old (2015)
1.40 million people,
66.8 years old
(2019)

Age

The decrease and aging in farm population
may threaten viable farm production.
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Expectation with the strategy?
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With the new strategy Japan aims to,
(1) improve business environment: where sustainable
agriculture, forestry, fisheries and food industries
can build on
(2) encourage balanced dietary patterns,
enhance circular economy with more use of local
resources and
improve livelihood/ job opportunities in rural areas
(3) contribute to carbon neutral via reduction in chemical
pesticides/fertilizers,
disseminate energy saving/precision technologies
…to save global environment for future generations
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Japan’s approach
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 Japan conceptualizes food systems from four stages;
1) inputs 2) production
3) processing/distribution and 4)consumption.
 Efforts at each stage will be accelerated by
- identifying challenges of people involved
- connecting four stages through resource circulation
Production

Inputs
FOOD SYSTEMS

Consumption

Processing and
distribution
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Japan’s approach(2)
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 Numerical goals on core components towards 2050
〇 ZERO CO2 EMSSION from agriculture, forestry and fisheries
sectors
〇 50% ↓ in risk-weighted use of chemical pesticides
〇 30% ↓ in chemical fertilizer use
〇 Organic farming ↑ to 25% of farmlands（1million ha）
〇 30% ↑ of labor productivity in food manufacturing industries
〇 90% and more superior varieties and F1 plus trees in forestry
seedling
〇 100% of artificial seedling rates in aquaculture of Japanese eel,
Pacific bluefin tuna, etc.

 INNOVATION and BEHAVIOR CHANGES of players
are the keys to achieve these goals.
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Challenges for Asia-Monsoon region (1)
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Asia-Monsoon climate is known for its high
temperature and humidity, where pests and diseases
occurrence is likely to be high.
One of the challenges for the sustainable agriculture in
this region is to control pests and diseases appropriately.

10-25% increase of yield loss of the
crops due to insect pests is estimated,
per degree Celsius of warming.
“Increase in crop losses to insect pests in a warming
climate”, Science, 2018
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Challenges for Asia-Monsoon region (2)
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Asia, where paddy field farming is prevalent, accounts for about
44% of the GHG emissions from the world agricultural field.
Reduction in these emissions is another challenge we need to
address for solutions.
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Challenges for Asia-Monsoon region (3)
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 Small farmers constitute a vast majority of farms in Asia.
The technology to resolve these challenges must be
accessible for those small farms easily and widely.
%

Distribution of farm size in Southeast Asia and Japan
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< 1 ha
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2 - 5 ha

Viet Nam

5 - 10 ha

Date source:
Southeast Asia: OECD-FAO Agricultural Outlook 2017-2026 - © OECD 2017
Japan: Agricultural Census, 2015

Japan

> 10 ha
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Examples of innovation (1)
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 A number of promising technologies are on track,
including:
- Integrated Pest Management (IPM) with less pesticide use
- Pest diagnosis with AI assistance
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Examples of innovation (1) cont.
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Pest diagnosis and pin-point spraying can also reduce pesticide use.
Conventional method

Pin-Point spraying with DRONEs

① Images captured
with drones

Pesticides are
sprayed all
over the crop
fields

Images

② Pests are identified
with AI use
ハスモンヨトウの幼
虫による虫食い

③ Pin-point spraying
with drones

Reduce pesticide use （↓around １０％）
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Examples of innovation (2)
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 Zero-emission can also be achieved by innovation .
 Also contributes to save energy and cost.
“Energy-saving” green houses
・ Heat-pump, Wood-biomass heating, natural energies
・ Data-based cost saving with monitoring and controlling (temperatures/other conditions)
・ Increase heat retention with new covering materials
・ CO2 collection and reuse of exhaust fumes

nights
Heaters

heater

Collect CO2, Storage

days
Use CO2
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Examples of innovation (3)
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“Keep planting straight” function helps planting with logged water
in the fields
○ There are technical difficulties using machineries
to plant straight in paddy fields filled with water
○ “Keep planting straight” function helps planting
even with water logged in the paddy fields
Source: Company web site

Automatic operation is available in harvesting with a person assisting
○ Automatic operation is available in
harvesting with an assistant onboard
○ The harvests will be unloaded at the
designated point automatically
Source: Company web site
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Examples of innovation (4)
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 AI can optimize matching between farmers and wholesalers,
with:
- better forecast of supply and demand,
- less food loss and waste, and,
- maximize producer’s profit.

Supply forecast

Demand forecast
Matching/optimizing

Farmer
Farmer
Farmer

Logistics
Hub
Logistics
Hub

Wholesale
and retail

Joint logistics matching
※R&D under the 2nd phase of SIP (Cross-ministerial Strategic Innovation Promotion Program)
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Last but not least…
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 There is no “one-size-fits-all” solution leading to
sustainable food systems, and each country has its own
priorities.
In Japan’s case, the focus is on INNOVATION, but each
country should find its own priorities and solutions, taking
geography, climate, farming/other conditions into account.
 Technologies developed in Japan (e.g. digital tools and pest
controls) can help countries facing in similar challenges. For
example, rice producing countries in Asia may find them
useful, which have similarity in climate.
 The goal is to realize the world where humans can live with
sustainable environment. Japan is ready to address these
challenges, in collaboration with the international society.
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